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Background Facts Section: Mysterious Death
Where murder is committed in an obvious way (gunshot wounds, stabbing wounds) there is
apparently a very high success rate in investigating such crimes and successfully prosecuting
perpetrators.
Things get more complicated when a death may be the results of murder or suicide. ‘Hanging’ is an
example (e.g. the Russian Oligarch Berezovsky) of a death that may have been the result of a murder
– dressed up as ‘suicide’. ‘Strangulation’ can also play part of a kinky sexual activity that is meant to
arouse and can lead to ‘accidental hanging’ death.
Murder may also be ‘dressed up’ as an unfortunate accident e.g. Arson as in the case of Mick
Philpott.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mick_Philpott

Murder investigation becomes particularly demanding if the alleged crime has happened many years
ago. Modern DNA technology starts to improve chances of solving crimes.
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Background Facts Section: Extreme Abuse Crimes
Murder investigation becomes seemingly impossible if there is no body found and the alleged victim
is not known to the authorities. This problem occurs in the context of Ideologically Motivated Crimes
(IMC) – a term coined by Torsten Becker who is a case consultant with law enforcement agencies
across Europe (Becker, Karritzer, Overkamp and Kutz, p.32). Becker et al. report on the results of
three extreme abuse surveys conducted across English and German speaking countries. Table 3.2
below shows results for Extreme Abuse Survivors (EAS), professionals working with such clients (PEAS) and Caregivers of Child Survivors (C-EAS).

More than 150 professionals (70%+ of those responding) reported that at least one of their clients
witnessed murder by their perpetrators or were forced to participate in murder.
A similar number reported ‘Forced impregnation’ - rape that is timed and intended to succeed in a
‘breeder baby’ for ‘ritual sacrifice’. This point is particularly salient to this document.
More than 100 professionals had a report that the survivor’s own child was murdered by the
perpetrator.
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Background Facts Section: Ideologies & Perpetrator Group Types
The largest alleged perpetrator group is ‘Satanic cult’ followed by ‘Child pornography’ and
‘Organized paedophile group’.

Alison Miller (2012, p. 10) reports in ‘HEALING THE UNIMAGINABLE - Treating Ritual Abuse and Mind
Control’ that ‘secretive military/political groups and organized criminal group’ are ‘more pragmatic
than spiritual or creed-based groups.’ ‘Military/political groups have the most sophisticated
technologies, and much training and programming is now done with virtual reality equipment’ she
claims (p. 55). She reports (p. 17) that these various groups apparently share children, strategies and
even trainers. Groups who use children in child pornography often borrow them from multigenerational incestuous families, such as are found in organized cults. She states what the key
underpinning of their approach is: ‘Whether criminal, religious, or political / military, abusers on an
international scale are aware that dissociation is the lynchpin of power and secrecy. What better
source of already dissociative children than the parents who were abusing them in ritualistic cults?
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Background Facts Section: Satanic Cults in the UK
The case of Colin and Elaine Batley is one of the most recent successful UK prosecution in a satanic
cult setting. Children as young as 11 were ‘initiated’, and teenagers including their niecei made to
have babies. The Batleys had four children, one of whom, Damian, died of ‘strangulation’ in 2008
when a bizarre sex game went wrong. He was found hanging from his bedroom door at the family
home and had been filming himself.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1364583/Evil-paedophile-guilty-running-cul-sac-sex-cult-seaside-home.html
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/real-life-stories/teenager-forced-into-a-satanic-sex-cult-904455

In December 2012 there was another successful prosecution: Two members of a Cornish white witch
coven were convicted of carrying out ritualistic sex abuse on young girls. A fellow perpetrator's body
a few years earlier was found by fishermen – he had been drugged and mutilated with a machete or
an axe.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/dec/14/cornish-white-witches-guilty-ritual-abuse

Satanic cults are often based on the writings of Alistair Crowley and promote ‘The Law of Thelema’ –
a kind of ‘Law of the Jungle’ where the strongest can do whatever they like to those who are weaker.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thelema

Ian Haworth, who works as a full-time specialist, consultant and expert witness in cultism since 1979,
reckons there are around 500-1000 cults in the UK.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-12694115

Background Facts Section: Extreme Abuse UK Case Extracts
Harrowing descriptions of the nature of extreme abuse groups can be found in the book Ritual
Abuse & Mind Control edited by Epstein, Schwartz & Schwartz (2011) that features UK Adult Survivor
accounts.
Extracts from ‘Working with the Incredible Hulk’ (Therapist on Male Adult Survivor’s Experiences)
‘Bruce was born into an upper middle class, well-educated family (his maternal grandfather went to
Oxbridge, and paternal grandmother was from the aristocracy). He grew up in a wealthy village
where the gold and rugby clubs were the hub of a well-established and well-connected paedophile
ring. It was in this leafy rural setting that the most horrific childhood sexual and physical abuse and
mind control took place, concealed within a middle-class environment more closely associated with
cream teas, Christmas parties, and sporting activities that enhanced their masculinity and
superiority. These people were well connected, with access to finance, weapons, factories,
mansions, and even aircraft.
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From birth, Bruce was exposed to torture, abuse, and ritual rape by his parents and extended family,
teachers, and a paedophile ring. He experienced child prostitution, in England and abroad, as well as
methods of severe abuse such as regular thumping on the head, being spun in a washing machine,
being buried alive, confined in close spaces with insects and snakes, made to eat faeces, terrorized
by people in frightening masks and crocodile heads, forced to being electrocuted with a head device,
hung off the top of a building, being put on the roof of a speeding car, being pushed out of an
aeroplane, and even strapped to the wing of a flying plane.’ (p. 156)
‘Sobbing, Bruce told me about his hellish Christmas, memories around the sacrifice of his little baby
brother and how they threatened that they would kill his younger sibling if he would not slash the
baby’s throat.’ (p. 161)
‘Little Bruce’s hulk was born at night, around a solstice date in the satanic calendar, when a big party
took place at a large mansion in the country. Everyone was there – the whole paedophile ring, and
other familiar faces, all smartly dressed, some wearing masks. Little Bruce knew what was coming,
he had had enough, he had nothing to lose, he wanted to die. At this point something very big inside
him, someone with a huge voice and uncontained anger, suddenly took over. At the top of the
elegant staircase, there he stood in all his might, feeling fearless, free of abuse, free of all of them, all
alone in the world, he screamed the house down. ‘’You f_____g c___s!!!’’ They all looked shocked
and very worried; never before had a child dared to display and protest with such a voice.
The consequence was inevitable: his punishment was due any minute; rape was not enough. They
had to upgrade the level of mind control and torture. They had to make sure that the young boy who
publicly humiliated them was silenced forever, and so, from the ages of nine to thirteen, my client
was exposed to the most horrifying methods of abuse, and terror, in which speed, heights, and
suicidal mind control were the main tortures. He was nearly drowned, put into dangerous roller
coasters, hung off the top of buildings, placed in fast cars driven through dark tunnels, pushed out of
an aeroplane tied to a parachute and permanently injuring his knee, and strapped to the wing of an
aeroplane while it was in flight. The Hulk was regularly assaulted, bitten caged, and imprisoned.’
(p.162)
‘Working with survivors of ritual abuse can be challenging on so many levels; not only do we enter
the survivor’s world of terror, helplessness and loneliness, but we also have to put up with facing the
denial in wider society that these things are happening.’ (p. 167)
Extracts from ‘Love is my Religion’ (First Person Account of Female Adult Survivor Experiences)
‘My very early memories are of being a small baby with my mother, grandmother, and other
women; later men joined in too, and they would cut marks on my body and they would throw me to
each other, around the room. My early memories of these experiences are of being very startled,
terrified, and disoriented. It was not long before I went from being one baby to two babies, three
babies, more…’ (p.143).
‘These were special shows and I remember one of many shows that I was involved with…I had been
primed – I was probably eight at the time – to have sex with a boy who was around the same age as
me, who was absolutely petrified.’ (p. 145).
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‘The first murder of a child that I consciously remember was when I was about 4 or 5 years old. My
mother was impregnated by X. My father was not at the scene at this point. We were taken to a big
stately home; it was in the middle of summer, a big festival. She was induced the night before. So, on
the Friday night there was a ritual that involved an orgy, which involved many people who were
dressed up in costumes, cavorting in this large room – Bacchus was one of the gods he revered. The
next day we went out into those huge grounds. There were probably around 100 people there, so it
was a big ritual, lots of people involved, and my mother is lying on the ground and X is chanting and
my mother is screaming – she is in labour. I remember feeling very worried and frightened for her. …
The child is born, a little girl, and he places a knife in my left hand and he says things over the child,
and then he puts his hand over mine and we pull the knife down the baby’s chest and we kill her. He
pulls her heart out and he holds it up and everyone screams and cheers and goes wild, then this
child is dismembered and consumed.’ (p. 149)
‘When I’m twelve he starts to monitor my menstrual cycle, and one day he says to me, ’‘My darling
girl, something fantastic is going to happen, you are going to have a baby.’’…He arranges photo
sessions where I dress up as a school girl and I expose my pregnant belly and prance about and men
take photos of me.’…’He gets a knitting needle and he sticks it inside me to induce labour and then
he has sex with me, and then I have to have sex with these men, in this flat, and then he takes me to
another place, because, of course, it is going to be a ritual which a lot of people will want to
attend….I am standing in a circle surrounded by lots of people who are watching and I am holding on
to X and he has sex with me in the middle of the circle and then I fall to my knees, and give birth to
the child. A boy.
We spend a night with the baby, just holding him, and I become very attached to this beautiful,
precious boy. The next day X says to me: ‘’You know that we will have to take him away from you.’’…
The child is killed and then there is a blood bath as X cuts him into pieces.’ … ‘Everyone is running
around and screaming, elated, wild, it’s a celebration after all – it is Good Friday.’ (p.152)
‘Then, one day, I am coming back from school. I am fifteen by this time; I need to go to the loo as I
often do, so go into these toilets. Suddenly, this man comes in behind me. He locks the door, throws
me on the floor, and as he is slamming my head against the stone floor he says to me ‘’We are
watching you, we know where you are, we watch you everywhere you go and if you ever speak to
anyone about this we will kill you, we kill your children, we will kill anyone, or anything you ever
love.’’ Then he rapes me on the floor’. (p.152)
‘Despite encountering outright denial from the many professionals I tried to disclose my abuse to, I
have been very fortunate to encounter other brave souls who have had the courage to bear witness
to my experiences’. (p 153).
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Background Facts Section: Trauma and Recovery
Traumatic Memories
Judith Herman (1992) in her book ‘Trauma and Recovery’ explains that ‘traumatic memories’ have a
number of unusual qualities in that they are not encoded like the ordinary memories of adults in a
verbal, linear narrative that is assimilated into an ongoing life story. The ‘frozen and wordless quality
of traumatic memories’ stems from the fact that the situation has not been satisfactorily liquidated
until the victim has completed an inward reaction through the words and the organization of the
recital of the event. Traumatic memories lack verbal narrative and context; rather they are encoded
in the form of vivid sensations and images. Survivors describe ‘indelible images’ where often one
particular set of images crystallises the experience.
In their predominance of imagery and bodily sensation, and in their absence of verbal narrative,
traumatic memories resemble the memories of children. In fact even when none of 20 children with
early childhood trauma could give a verbal description of events that happened before the age of 2.5
years, 18 of them showed evidence of traumatic behaviour in their behaviour and their play. They
had specific fears related to the traumatic events, and they were able to re-enact these events in
their play with extraordinary accuracy.
The highly visual and enactive form of memory, appropriate to young children, seems to be
mobilised in adults as well in situations of overwhelming terror. Traumatised people relive the
moment of trauma not only in their thoughts and dreams but also in their actions. The re-enactment
of traumatic scenes is most apparent in the repetitive play of children. Play does not stop easily
when it is trauma inspired. And it may not change much over time. As opposed to ordinary child’s
play, posttraumatic play is obsessively repeated…Post-traumatic play is so literal that if you spot it,
you may be able to guess the trauma with a few clues.
One hundred years ago Janet spoke of the person’s need to ‘assimilate’ and ‘liquidate’ traumatic
experience, which, when accomplished, produces a feeling of ‘triumph’. In his use of language Janet
implicitly recognised that helplessness constitutes the essential insult of trauma, and that restitution
requires the restoration of a sense of efficacy and power. Reliving a traumatic experience, whether
in the form of intrusive memories, dreams or actions, carries with it the emotional intensity of the
original event. The survivor is continually buffeted by terror and rage. These emotions are
qualitatively different from ordinary fear and anger. They are outside the range of ordinary
emotional experience, and they overwhelm the ordinary capacity to bear feelings. Because reliving a
traumatic experience provokes such intense emotional distress, traumatized people go to great
lengths to avoid it.
Constriction
Judith Herman (1992) goes on to describe the phenomenon of constriction (p. 42): ‘When a person is
completely powerless, and any form of resistance is futile, she may go in a state of surrender. The
system of self-defence shuts down entirely. The helpless person escapes from her situation not by
action in the real world but rather by altering her state of consciousness. Analogous states are
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observed in animals, who sometimes ‘freeze’ when they are attacked. These are the responses of
captured prey to predator or of a defeated contestant in battle.’
At the heart of constriction or numbing is this alteration of consciousness – a cardinal symptom of
post-traumatic stress disorder. ‘Sometimes situations of inescapable danger may evoke not only
terror and rage, but also, paradoxically, a state of detached calm, in which terror, rage and pain
dissolve. Events continue to register in awareness, but it is as though these events have been
disconnected from their ordinary meaning. ‘ ‘The person may feel as though the event is not
happening to her, as though she is observing from outside her body, or as though the whole
experience is like a bad dream from which she will shortly awaken. These perceptual changes
combine with a feeling of indifference, emotional detachment and profound passivity in which the
person relinquishes all initiative and struggle. This altered state of consciousness is one of nature’s
small mercies, a protection against unbearable pain.’ (p. 47)
Constrictive processes can keep traumatic memories out of consciousness, allowing only a fragment
of the memory to emerge as an intrusive symptom. It can also result in a ‘truncated memory’ devoid
of emotion and meaning. Constrictive symptoms apply not only to thought, memory and states of
consciousness but also to the entire field of purposeful action and initiative. In an attempt to create
some sense of safety and to control their pervasive fear, traumatised people restrict their live e.g.
cutting of their hair to be less attractive to men. Constrictive symptoms also interfere with
anticipation and planning for the future.’ (p. 46).
‘Thus, constrictive symptoms, though they may represent an attempt to defend against
overwhelming emotional states, exact a high price for whatever protection they afford. They narrow
and deplete the quality of life and ultimately perpetuate the effects of the traumatic event.’p.47.
Salutogenese & Community Response
During stressful events, highly resilient people are able to make use of any opportunity for
purposeful action in concert with others. The characteristic triad of task-oriented coping strategies,
strong sociability and internal locus of control helps to ward off post-traumatic stress disorder.
Because traumatic life events invariably cause damage to relationships, people in the survivor’s
social world have the power to influence the eventual outcome of the trauma. A supportive
response from other people may mitigate the impact of the event, while a hostile or negative
response may compound the damage and aggravate the traumatic syndrome. In the aftermath of
traumatic life events, survivors are highly vulnerable. Their sense of self has been shattered. That
sense can be rebuilt only as it was built initially, in connection with others.
In ordinary disasters and crimes, the victim’s immediate family usually mobilise to provide refuge
and safety. In sexual and domestic violence, however, the victim’s safety may remain in jeopardy
after the attack. In most instances of rape, for example, the offender is known to the victim.
Moreover the perpetrator often enjoys higher status within their shared community. The survivor’s
shame and guilt may be exacerbated by the harsh judgements of others.
Mental Health Professionals
The dialectic of trauma constantly challenges the emotional balance of health professionals such as
Therapists, Psychologists and Psychiatrists. The most common constrictive responses are doubting or
10

denial of the victim’s reality, dissociation or numbing, minimisation or avoidance of the traumatic
material, professional distancing or frank abandonment of the victim.
Unfortunately, because of the history of denial within the mental health professions, many mental
health professionals find themselves trying to work with traumatised victims in the absence of a
supportive context. Those who work with traumatised people have to struggle to overcome their
own denial.
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Jimmy-Savile-was-part-of-satanic-ring
http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/370439/Jimmy-Savile-was-part-of-satanic-ring

Jimmy Savile was part of satanic ring
JIMMY SAVILE beat and raped a 12-year-old girl during a secret satanic ritual in a hospital.
By: James Fielding

Published: Sun, January 13, 2013
47Comments

Jimmy Savile raped a 12-year-old girl

The perverted star wore a hooded robe and mask as he abused the terrified victim in a candle-lit
basement.
He also chanted “Hail Satan” in Latin as other paedophile devil worshippers joined in and
assaulted the girl at Stoke Mandeville Hospital in Buckinghamshire. The attack, which happened
in 1975, shines a sinister new light on the former DJ’s 54-year reign of terror.
Savile, who died aged 84 in October 2011, is now Britain’s worst sex offender after police
revealed he preyed on at least 450 victims aged eight to 47.
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The girl kept her torment hidden for nearly 20 years before finally opening up to therapist Valerie
Sinason.
Dr Sinason told the Sunday Express she first spoke to the victim in 1992. “She had been a
patient at Stoke Mandeville in 1975 when Savile was a regular visitor.
“She recalled being led into a room that was filled with candles on the lowest level of the hospital,
somewhere that was not regularly used by staff. Several adults were there, including Jimmy
Savile who, like the others, was wearing a robe and a mask.
“She recognised him because of his distinctive voice and the fact that his blond hair was
protruding from the side of the mask. He was not the leader but he was seen as important
because of his fame.
“She was molested, raped and beaten and heard words that sounded like ‘Ave Satanas’, a Latinised version of ‘Hail Satan’, being chanted. There was no mention of any other child being there
and she cannot remember how long the attack lasted but she was left extremely frightened and
shaken.”
Savile was a volunteer porter and fundraiser at the hospital between 1965 and 1988 and had his
own quarters there.
Five years after the hospital attack, he abused a second victim during another black mass
ceremony held at a house in a wealthy London street.
The woman was 21 at the time and was made to attend an orgy, which later took on a darker
twist.
Dr Sinason, director of the Clinic for Dissociative Studies in London, said: “A second victim
approached me in 1993. She said she had been ‘lent out’ as a supposedly consenting prostituted
woman at a party in a London house in 1980.
“The first part of the evening started off with an orgy but half-way through some of the
participants left.
“Along with other young women, the victim was shepherded to wait in another room before being
brought back to find Savile in a master of ceremonies kind of role with a group wearing robes and
masks. She too heard Latin chanting and instantly recognised satanist regalia. Although the girl
was a young adult, who was above the age of consent, she had suffered a history of sexual
abuse and was extremely vulnerable.”
Both victims contacted Dr Sinason, who is president of the Institute of Psychotherapy and
Disability, while she was involved in a Department of Health-funded study into sexual abuse
committed during rituals and religious ceremonies. She said: “Both these witnesses did speak to
police at the time but were vulnerable witnesses and on encountering any surprise or shock did
not dare to give all the details.”
The police took no action.
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She had been a patient at Stoke Mandeville in 1975 when Savile was a regular
visitor
Dr Sinason

Dr Sinason added: “Savile was still a huge celebrity in the early Nineties, let’s not forget, and
there was never any action taken against him or any of the others involved.
“Neither girl knew one another, they lived in different parts of the country and contacted me a
year apart yet their experiences are very similar. Whether Savile was a practising Satanist or
merely enjoyed dressing up to scare his victims even more will perhaps never be known but he
left those two girls mentally scarred.”
Dr Sinason has passed details of the abuse to officers from the Savile inquiry, Operation
Yewtree.
A joint report published on Friday by the Metropolitan Police and the NSPCC uncovered at least
30 claims of abuse at Stoke Mandeville.
The hospital said it was unable to discuss individual cases while its own “Speaking Out”
investigation was ongoing.
Anne Eden, chief executive of Buckinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust, said: “As the
investigation’s name suggests, it is very keen to hear from anybody with any knowledge that they
feel could help its work or anybody that needs support because of Jimmy Savile’s alleged
behaviour.”

Comments (47)
greenmyrtle

8:26pm on Tuesday, 7th May 2013
Theatrics are a well known tool of sex abusers. Play acting devil worship is a way enact a fantasy of being an evil rapist,
while simultaneously terrifying your victim by adding a fear of the supernatural on to the fear of the situation itself. For
sadistic, evil & cruel people, the 'enjoyment' can be in seeing genuine terror on the face of their victim, as well as the simple
facts of sexual gratification.
The 'beauty' of this tactic is it also makes the victim totally unbelievable when they try to report. People will assume the
victim is mad or making it up.
It does no one any favors when you make it a report about satanists, when this was more likely the play acting of sadistic
abusers. It is what the victim believes that matters to these criminals. They play sick violent power games intended to
destroy their victim inside and out, and make their story sound ridiculous to the police.
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Nichiren

7:01pm on Tuesday, 22nd January 2013
I wondered how Jimmy Saville got away with his deeds.
The connection with abuse rings makes perfect sense.
There is nothing illegal in group sex between consenting adults and acts of humiliation. However it is clear that the lack of
self-respect and personal boundaries that underpins such acts can fairly easily get 'out-of-hand' at the fringe of such
organisations - leading to risk of severe child abuse.
Child victims 'dissociate' to survive the pain and trauma. Their brains and body physiology develops differently - causing
lifelong challenges such as DIssociative Identity Disorder (formerly know as Multiple Personality Disorder). Free resources
with Adult Survivor accounts are available here:
http://www.pods-online.org.uk/magazine.html
Structural Dissociation is the emerging umbrella term that differentiates three levels of impact, and avoids the 'Disorder'
labelling. Only a few professionals in the UK can at present recognise and formally assess this e.g. at the Pottergate Centre:
http://www.dissociation.co.uk/
Psychiatrists and Clinical Psychologist often fail to adequately diagnose the condition - read here why:
http://www.dissociation.co.uk/research.asp
Perpetrator groups successfully cover up their crimes by pushing their victims into poverty and mental institutions sometimes infiltrating exactly those Civil Service institutions that are meant to protect society.
DavidShurter

6:14pm on Sunday, 20th January 2013
There is a long history in my family concerning satanism, cult activity, and child trafficking in the US and it doesn't surprise
me at all this is coming out now in the UK- since you guys are generally ahead of us. I fail to see how a country that had a
HUGE eavesdropping scandal with Rupert M. and yet there was NOTHING that came out on Savile. That tells me that the
coverup there is as strong as it is here.
I have a book called Rabbit Hole- A Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivor's Story in which I detail the events in my life- and I also
have a blog at DavidShurter.**** if anybody is interested in looking into the investigation that I have been spending years
trying to spearhead.
These type of issues- that the truth in their validity- are going to start coming out more and more I think- and this is only the
start of the avalanche. That is why there are so many people trying to nay say the whole thing.
JudyByington

12:15am on Sunday, 20th January 2013
As the only known survivor-intended-victim of a human sacrifice ceremony, Jenny Hill has released her biography,
"Twenty-Two Faces" As the books Author I have become acquainted with over 80 survivors of satanic ritual abuse, many of
them claim having witnessed the murder of babies bred for the purpose. The ISSTD and ISSTS are professional
organizations formed to develop modalities to treat thousands of ritual abuse survivors. We need to wake up to the problem
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I-was-raped-at-13-by-Jimmy-Savile-in-satanist-ritual
http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/371936/I-was-raped-at-13-by-Jimmy-Savile-in-satanist-ritual

I was raped at 13 by Jimmy
Savile in satanist ritual
A VICTIM of Jimmy Savile’s satanic abuse told yesterday of her sheer terror as she was tied to an
altar and raped by the depraved star during a black mass.
By: James Fielding
Published: Sun, January 20, 2013
10Comments

Jimmy Savile

The girl, who we will call Paula to protect her true identity, was just 13 at the time of the sickening
attack in 1975.
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Now aged 50, Paula still suffers horrific flashbacks and cannot sleep properly. She decided to
come forward after we revealed last week how Savile raped two women during satanic
ceremonies in the Seventies and Eighties.
Recalling her torment, Paula described how Savile was sitting on a throne wearing a mask and
robes, clutching a trademark cigar.

You definitely fixed this one, Jim!
A Devil worshipper who witnessed the rape

As he raped her, she described smelling stale smoke on his breath. During her horrific ordeal,
one of the devil worshippers sneered: “You definitely fixed this one, Jim!”
Speaking at an address in North London, Paula said: “I was brought in to a dark cellar and made
to stand in front of three men in a circle, with the man in the middle sitting on a throne-like chair
in a bright gown with a cigar in his mouth. A man stood on either side in blue cloaks and masks.
“I was made to stand in front of this chair dressed in only a white gown with nothing underneath
and to just stand there while this man looked over me blowing cigar smoke into my face making
me feel very sick and terrified.
“Around this slightly raised circle were men and women dressed in black cloaks wearing masks
and various costumes.
“I was then taken by the man smoking the cigar, who I recognised as Jimmy Savile, to an altar
table where I was stripped of my gown and tied to the altar.
“Savile then climbed on to the table and raped me. Others around him called out Satan’s name
and laughed hysterically and were worked up into a frenzy.”
Paula said she was taken blindfolded to the ritual at a secret venue so she could not identify
where she was attacked. She went with the consent of her family, who she said were well-known
satanists.
Paula said: “I just felt bile in my throat from this man kissing and touching me and, worse, raping
me. I was too terrified to speak. I was told never to speak of this to anyone.”
Paula was too traumatised to tell the police. However, she spoke to the Sunday Express after we
revealed how Savile raped a 12-year-old girl at a satanic ceremony at Stoke Mandeville Hospital,
Buckinghamshire, in 1975 and a 21-year-old woman at a house in central London five years
later.
She also took comfort from and praised the courage of the 450 victims who came forward as part
of the Metropolitan Police’s Operation Yewtree to say they too were abused by Savile.
Paula said: “To speak of it after all those years feels like a great weight has been lifted off me at
long last. There are many people all around the world who know exactly what men like Savile are
capable of and the time has come to bring these atrocities of sheer evil and depravation to light.”
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Paula did not ask for, nor get, any payment for her story.
[?]

Comments (10)
GeeWiz

1:59pm on Sunday, 27th January 2013
Report This Comment
If we have learned nothing from the abominable assaults of Savile it is that no such report should ever be
disbelieved - at least so that a full investigation can be conducted. If a person does lie about such atrocities
surely they need help anyway. If we were not there none of us is hardly in a position to say it didn't happen.
GeeWiz

11:37pm on Saturday, 26th January 2013
Report This Comment
If nothing else has been learned from the unearthing of the abominable crimes of Savile it is that all victims
should be believed - at least in so far as a full investigation can take place. If someone was to lie about such
events then presumably they need serious help anyway. If we weren't there then we are hardly able to say that it
didn't happen. It is of course terrible to contemplate such an awful event but this knee jerk reaction of disbelief is
what has allows the sickness of pedophilia to thrive.
Nichiren

7:25pm on Monday, 21st January 2013
Google 'Colin Elaine Batley' for an example of a successful UK prosecution related to ritual abuse.
'Ritual Abuse and Mind Control' contains UK Adult Survivor accounts.
Read 'Healing the Unimaginable' to understand the background and 'techniques' used by perpetrator groups.
Go to http://www.firstpersonplural.org.uk/ for free of charge help if you think you may have been severely abused
in your early childhood, or if you are a concerned citizen like me who wants/needs to understand the impacts.
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Successful Prosecution at Swansea Crown Court of Satanic Cult Members
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Rochdale Ritual Abuse Prosecution 1992/1993
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Successful Extreme Abuse Prosecutions in the UK - 1
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Successful Extreme Abuse Prosecutions in the UK - 2
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Successful Extreme Abuse Prosecutions in the UK - 3
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Successful Extreme Abuse Prosecutions in the UK - 4
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Successful Extreme Abuse Prosecutions in the UK - 5
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